Development of an AMR-ACB array for gastrointestinal motility studies.
The association between anisotropic magnetoresistive (AMR) sensor and AC biosusceptometry (ACB) to evaluate gastrointestinal motility is presented. The AMR-ACB system was successfully characterized in a bench-top study, and in vivo results were compared with those obtained by means of simultaneous manometry. Both AMR-ACB and manometry techniques presented high temporal cross correlation between the two periodicals signals . The contraction frequencies using AMR-ACB were 73.9 ± 7.6 mHz and using manometry were 73.8 ± 7.9 mHz during the baseline . The amplitude of contraction using AMR-ACB was 396 ± 108 μT·s and using manometry were 540 ± 198 mmHg·s during the baseline. The amplitudes of signals for AMR-ACB and manometric recordings were similarly increased to 86.4% and 89.3% by neostigmine, and also decreased to 27.2% and 21.4% by hyoscine butylbromide in all animals, respectively. The AMR-ACB array is nonexpensive, portable, and has high-spatiotemporal resolution to provide helpful information about gastrointestinal tract.